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 Part of the injustice of this over-representation was
due to the enfranchisement of these boroughs at a time
when the South of England, and particularly the ports,
were overwhelmingly important. Even many of the Cor-
nish boroughs had once been centres of the important tin-
mining industry, and twenty-one of them were named in
Domesday Book. But this excessive representation was
largely the work of the Tudors: at the accession of Henry
VIII there were, for instance, only six boroughs in Cornwall
with Parliamentary representation. In many cases the
absence of any justification for representation was obvious;
Steyning and Bramber, for example, which were so close
together as to be united for municipal purposes, each re-
turned two members; Boroughbridge and Aldborough,
which had the same privilege, were half a mile apart:
Gatton in Surrey never had more than six electors. The
last borough to be enfranchised was Newark in the reign of
Charles II. No other new seats had been created since the
death of James I, for Charles I only restored eighteen seats
whose representation had lapsed. The representation of
England was then patently out of date, and in some cases
had never been arranged with justice.
jj^ franchise was equally full of anomalies.    In the
^        J
counties there was a uniform qualification; all men with
freehold property valued at 403. per annum were allowed
to vote. This legally excluded all leaseholders and copy-
holders, though the term freehold was often liberally inter-
preted. Though each county returned two members,
there were naturally large differences in the number of
voters: Rutland, for instance, had 609 voters, while York-
shire had 15,054 in 1741, and 23,007 in 1807. The total
number of voters for the entire county representation was
probably about 160,000^ about two-thirds of the total
number of voters in England.
In tlie Boroughs there was a variety of qualifications,
In about twelve boroughs the franchise belonged to almost
all the men inhabitants; in about forty-seven boroughs the
voters were all those who paid scot and lot (Poor and Church
1 Namier, op citt) pp. 82-83,

